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alfran® offers refractories, thermal insulation, passive fireproofing and heat treatment 

products and services for the industry.

A company committed to continuous development in technology and innovation 

in products and services.

Our goal is to achieve the maximum bene�t for our customers;
reducing maintenance times, increasing productivity and providing turnkey service.

What is ?
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What can we do
alfran® is part of GRUPO ALDOMER and provides innovative and quality

solutions for the industrial needs.

alfran® provides its customers 
with integral engineering 
projects.

Design

We create more value through 
our innovation strategy, with 
ambitious targets and 
measurable results.

R&D+I

Through its technological 
know-how, alfran® offers 
solutions for high 
temperature.

Technology

· Refractory

· Fireproofing

· Thermal insulation

· Heat Treatment

Activities

· Engineering.

· Materials design.

· Lining design.

· Manufacture.

· Demolition.

· Anchor Welding.

· Installation.

· Dry Out.

· On-site Supervision.

· After Sale.

Services
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Mission
Be the reference partner 
for industrial high 
temperature.

Vision
Growth, leadership, taylor made 
products and services, global 
and continuous transformation 
creating opportunities for our 
employees.

Values
Health & Safety, improvement, 
team work, passion, 
environmental care, cultural 
diversity.

Philosophy

+550

Direct employees

+500

Guaranteed turnkey

projects

+2k

Recurring

clients

15%-35%

EBITDA
in R&D&i
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Current copper production follows two different processes. The 
first, the pyrometallurgical process, accounts for 80% of world 
production. The other way forward, the hydrometallurgical 
process, occupies the remaining 20%. We focus on the 
pyrometallurgical process where pre-concentrated sulfides 
minerals are processed to achieve a final product that is the 
highest-purity commercial metal in existence and used in a wide 
variety of applications essential to modern living such as 
wire-rod, tubes, sheet, and strip among many others, which also 
need another thermal process for its transformation to final 
product.

Process

ELECTRICAL
FURNACE
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Flash smelting furnace
In the reaction chamber, the chemical elements of the concentrate undergo 
dissociation and oxidation, releasing an amount of heat in the process. Low-porosity 
high-density refractory material is required to avoid chemical attacks from SiO2, as 
well as high resistance to abrasion caused by waste gases.

alfran® recommends products with chrome, no cement and high 
thermal shock resistance (DRYTECH range). To repair areas of lower 
thermal demand, easy-installation concretes applied by trowel are 
recommended (CAST range).ALFRAN CLAYPLAS is a refractory 
mass with high plasticity to be applied in matte and slag tap-holes.
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On the converter mouth, alfran® recommends materials with 
chrome and high alumina content, together with high mechanica 
and good abrasion resistance. We have materials with high 
thermal shock resistance and no cement (DRYTECH), to avoid 
risk of explosions or specific chemical attacks, designe to be 
applied by vibrocasting system and materials with high 
mechanical performance (STEEL TECH).

Converter
This is a strong exothermic process, so secondary materials, such as recycled 
copper, can be added during conversion without any need for extra fuel to create more 
heat. As in flash smelting, the practice is to enrich the air used in the process with 
oxygen. Low-porosity refractory is needed to avoid the infiltration of copper oxides, 
resistant to abrasion due to the intense movement of the broth.

-TIX 88 CR
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Reactor

The refractory needs to be capable of withstanding the erosion 
produced by oxygen spears and have low porosity preventing 
infiltration of slag. In this type of equipment, strong exothermic 
reactions occur where the copper concentrate is melted, and 
high-grade matte and slag are produced.

-

-

TIX 88 CR
alfran® recommends high alumina content material with high 
mechanical and good abrasion resistance. To repair areas of 
lower thermal demand, easy-installation concretes applied by 
trowel are recommended (CAST range). Designed to be applied 
by vibrocasting and trowelling systems.

ReactorReactor
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Anode furnace
The objetive of fire refining furnace (known as Anode Furnace) is to increase the 
purity of copper from the previous stage (conversion) by eliminating the oxygen and 
sulphur still contained in the blister copper. Refractory materials need to have low 
porosity to obtain the least possible infiltration against the low viscosity of the resulting 
slag.

alfran® recommends products with medium alumina and high 
silicon carbide content in off-Gass elbow while, in taps, materials 
with no cement (DRYTECH range) are recommended, 
specifically designed for quick dry-out to avoid risks of explosion 
or specific chemical attacks. Both materials are designed to be 
applied by multipurpose and vibrocasting system respectively.
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Electrical furnace
Slag produced in the flash smelting furnace and converters is treated in an electric 
furnace to recover the copper which comes out  in the form of a viscous liquid at about 
1300°C.

alfran®  recommends materials 
able to reduce energy consumption 
and increase the lifetime of 
equipment, materials with chrome 
and high alumina content, high 
mechanical resistance and resistant 
to chemical attacks produced by 
slag. These can be applied  
vibrocasting, by self-flowing, 
pumpcrete or shotcrete-Alfranjet 
system.

ALFRANPUMP DRYTECH 85 CR

PUMPCRETE
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Reverberatory furnace
Furnaces used for smelting or refining copper in which fuel is not in direct contact, 
with the ore but heats it by means of a flame blown over it from another chamber. 
Along the way, those hot gases reverberate off the roof and bounce down into the 
copper filled hearth - slowly melting. Refractory materials are exposed to high thermal 
shock and abrasion, and products with low porosity are recommended to obtain the 
least possible infiltration against the low viscosity of resulting slag.

alfran®  recommends materials with high resistance to 
thermal shock and abrasion (DRYTECH range). To repair 
areas of lower thermal demand, concretes with easy 
installation by trowel are recommended (CAST range). 
Designed to be applied by vibrocasting or 
multipurpose system respectively.
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Secondary melting: rotary furnace
Refractory materials are exposed to thermal shock due to temperature changes. It 
needs refractory material with low porosity, as well as low SiO2 content to avoid 
eutectic points lowering the melting point and with high chemical resistance.

alfran® recommends products with high resistance to thermal 
shock and abrasion (DRYTECH range). Designed to be applied by 
vibrocasting system.
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TIX 88 CR TIX 88 CR

SACRIFICE
LAYER

COVER

COVER

Matte launders
alfran® recommends Low Cement 
Castables (LCC) and DRYTECH 
products with high silicon carbide 
content to increase the lifetime of the 
equipment, reduce costs and increase 
the productivity. Designed to be 
applied by vibrocasting or trowelling 
system.

Also we recommend TIERRA 40 N as 
a sacrifice sheet material in matte 
launders and CAST range castable for 
emergency repairs. Designed to be 
applied by trowell system.
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Casting Launders Intermediate Ladle

Cast basin/plate Casting launders toe

Tundish Ladles and others

Casting launders

TIX 88 CR

TIX 98

CAST 96G
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Precast shapes
alfran®  manufactures precast shapes in all grades of castables from our wide range of products, supplied ready to use with controlled drying 
heat treatment.

Also we design, manufacture and install shaped products of metallic-ceramic material with mixed bonding system designed for high 
mechanical and thermal performance Steel-tech. Precast shape products ready for installation and startup without dryout.

Casting Launders
TIX 35 SIC, DRYTECH 35 SIC

Converter mouth
Steel Tech
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Intermediate ladle
TIX 35 SIC, Steel Tech

Gas Outlet
TIX 88 CR

Cooling
TIX 88 CR

Nesting blocks, plates and others
TIX 40, TIX 35 SIC, Steel Tech
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Steel foundry pieces
alfran®  supllies steel foundry pieces for the copper industry such as ladles for matte, slag converter and oxidizer.
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The properties shown on this data sheet represent 
typical average results generated using standard 
ISO test methods (unless otherwise noted) 
conducted under controlled condition and should not 
be considered to be guaranteed specifications. 
Properties are subject to normal manufacturing 
statistical standard deviation ranges, and 
Refractarios Alfran, S.A., reserves the right to modify 
the propierties and specifications at any time without 
prior notice. Refractarios Alfran, S.A. disclaims any 
express or implied warranties based on this sheet.

Castables

* C.C.S. at 1300ºC (MPa)

TIX 88 CR 1600 3,15 80,3 6,5 1,5 7,6

Dense Castables, Multipurpose

Dense Castables, Vibrocasting

Dense Castables, Self Flowing

Dense Castables, Shotcrete

Steel Tech

Dense Castables, Pumpcrete

ALFRANPUMP DRYTECH 85 CR 1700 2,75 8280 7 50
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Bricks &
Mortars

Anchors

SILCAN QS 1400 29,3 0,7

Alfran 44A-LP 1400 44,0 1,8High abrasion resistance Brick

REVERBERATORY FURNACE ROOF AISI 310DTH + CERAMIC ANCHOR

ELECTRICAL FURNACE ROOF AISI 310DTH + CERAMIC ANCHOR

ROTARY FURNACE ROOF AISI 310PLATE + V

FLASH SMELTING FURNACE ROOF AISI 310DTH + CERAMIC ANCHOR

FURNACE ZONE ANCHOR TYPE QUALITY
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AGENTS / DISTRIBUTORS
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ALFRAN Mexico
Desarrollo Industrial Monterrey
Hernán Santos Cantú, # 228 STA.
CATARINA C.P. 66350 Nuevo
León – MÉXICO
Tel & Fax. +52 (81) 14 77 73 41
alfranmexico@alfran.com

ALFRAN-HTR
M 41 plot number 69 
First floor office N 24, Musaffah
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 56 2139582
glmasnata@alfran.com

ALFRAN Headquarters Sevilla 
Pol. Ind. Hda Dolores. A-92. Km 6. 
41500 Alcalá de Guadaíra. Sevilla. 
Spain.
Tel. + 34 955 63 42 00
Fax. +34 955 63 11 29
alfran@alfran.com

ALFRAN Saudi Arabia
Building 4263, Road 120 
Second Industrial Area, Unit 3 
JUBAIL-SAUDI ARABIA
Tel. + 966 (0) 13 340 0484 
Fax. + 966 (0) 13 340 0343 
kmuslim@alfran.com

ALFRAN Algeciras
Pol. Ind. Palmones II
C/ Crucero naves 17 y 19
11379 Algeciras, Spain
Tel. +34 663 85 25 01
jfo@alfran.com

ALFRAN USA
211 Highland Cross, Suite 210
Houston, TX 77073
Texas, USA
Phone: 281-777-1070
alfranusa@alfran.com

ALFRAN Asturias
AS-2, nº 3240
Pol. Ind. La Vega, Nave 6 
33392 Porceyo – Gijón. Spain 
Tel. +34 985 31 21 51

+34 985 314 071
Fax. +34 985 32 76 93 
gijon@alfran.es

ALFRAN Andino 
Carrera 28, # 7a - 59
Sogamoso, Boyacá, Colombia
Tel. +57 387750268
jherrera@alfran.com

ALFRAN Amurrio
Pol. Ind. Maskuribai, Nave 
B-13 01470 Amurrio
Araba, Spain
Tel.+34  645 773 785
tru@alfran.com

ALGET
3, Rue Neuf Brisach
Angle Bd Rahal El Meskini, 1er 
Etage
20.120 CASABLANCA-MAROC 
Tel: +212 666 95 49 39 
hajiba@alfran.com




